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Morning Water-Skiing By Jake Feldman and Micky Racenstein 

JAKE FELDMAN, FINN FELDMAN, GABE UNZEK, NOAH UNZEK, AIDEN 
SOLOMON, MICKY RACENSTEIN, CHARLIE RATTERMAN and JACK BERGER 
with driver BLAIR FELDMAN and water-ski instructor COLLEEN FELDMAN 
would all come out at 6:00am each morning to Sand Lake to water-ski. The 
group would come to the glass-like water to ski for fun, learn new tricks and 
techniques from COLLEEN and improve their skills. They each set goals for 
themselves, such as dropping a ski, making sharp or cuts across the wake and 
by the end of the week, each skier became better and more talented than they 
were at the start. Once the campers had completed their lesson, COLLEEN 
would show everyone the different tricks you can do whilst water-skiing. She 
would slalom, barefoot ski and lean against the boat to cross both wakes 
extremely fast. When COLLEEN finished, everyone would go into Koz’s house 
for a hot shower, so they are ready to start their day. Although COLLEEN and 
BLAIR had to leave yesterday, every camper had the opportunity to become a better skier under their leadership and 
we thank them for that. It will be fun to continue becoming a better water-skier during generals.  
 

New Song and Cheer Night By Editor 
At lunch, JASON approached the P.A to address the entire camp regarding 
a CM favorite and annual skit night, New Song and Cheer night. This is a 
perfect opportunity for our counselors and campers to become creative 
and demonstrate their CM spirit. This was going to be an extra special skit, 
as each cabin knew that if it was loved by the other cabins then there was 
a good chance it would become a Camp Menominee favorite. Cabin 3’s FIN 
DORAN began the night with a chant about his love of the camp as a junior. 
Cabin 6’s counselor JONAH GAGERMAN led a chant with his campers 

about being “green and 
white”, Cabin 7, led by 
SAM ROSEN, JACK WALTERS and JACOB MASKIN created a chant for 
our competitive rivals. Cabin 15 produced a CM rendition of “Ireland, 
Ireland”, created by their Irish counselor SHANE O’RIORDAN and Cabin 
10, led by ANDREW MARKS 
and BEN KITE created a chant 
about how “loud and bright” 
our campers were. The 
winners of New Song and 
Cheer Night were Cabin 4, 

whose counselor ADAM PHELPS produced a rap/chant masterpiece. 
Everybody loved the chant and once the results were announced, they were 
cheered on for an encore. Congratulations to Cabin 4; COOPER BORSTEIN, 
DRAKE ELMAN, CHARLIE SANFORD, MARLON STEWART and BRAYDEN 
SUBRIN. Special mention to the CIT’s who created their own spin of Iceland’s 
“Skol” chant with the Gator Chomp, which will no doubt be a CM favourite 
throughout the summer ahead. Cabin 15 rendition of “Ireland”. 

Riding the waves early in the 
day. 

Ready for New Song and Cheer Night. 

Song and Cheer Night winners: Cabin 4. 
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Five Tips to Stay Safe at the Waterfront By Josh Namordi and Jeremy Kohlenbrener 
In JEREMY’s two years as Waterfront Director at Camp Menominee, he has 
picked up several tips on how to stay safe and healthy at the waterfront. 
JOSH interviewed JEREMY to learn the keys to keeping safe: 

1. Swimming: always swim with a buddy and make sure you check in 
and out with your buddy on the buddy board.                                                                                                                                        

2. Water-skiing and Tubing: have a good fitting life jacket with two or 
more straps and make sure you cannot pull the life jacket above 
your head. Lucky Canteen 58. 

3. Fishing: always know where your fishing hook is. 
4. Boats and Kayaks: always make sure you can see Camp. 
5. Shower House: always bring a towel and wear flip flops.  

 

Time to Fish By Editor 

Whether it is out on the lake or on the dock, fishing is probably one of our most 
relaxing sports at camp. However, it still requires 
skill, determination and a willingness to stick 
with something until you complete the task (reel 
in the fish). Yesterday at lunch ADAM BALTZ 
informed everyone that every day, ADAM, 
STEVEN LUTZ and EVAN KOTTER will be 
rewarding the persons who manage to catch the 
first fish of the day and those who catch the 
biggest and most fish of the day. 
Congratulations to BEN LAZARUS for catching 
the first fish of the day and ANDREW MARKS for 
catching the biggest fish of the day and the most 
fish of the day. ANDREW won the chance to 
wear the much sought-after fish hat as reward. 
 

Feldman Week By Pamela Adler 

“Early risers catch the world waking and see its true colors.” – Bernie Toupin 
 
Early risers also get full advantage of the beauty and calm of Sand Lake. CM had 
the great fortune of having COLLEEN FELDMAN and BLAIR FELDMAN (parents of 
JONAH FELDMAN, 12 and FINN FELDMAN, 10) at the friendly confines for a 
whole week. During their stay, they ran water-ski and sailing clinics. Every 
morning, eager boys woke at the early hour of 6:00am to practice their skiing, 
get tutorials and learn new skills. Colleen’s enthusiasm for the sport was clearly 
infectious. The following boys have improved in everything from a 2-ski to 

brushing up on barefooting off the 
boom. A “SKI_VERY_WELL” shout out to JACK BERGER, JAKE FELDMAN, 
GABE UNZEK, AIDEN SOLOMON, MICKY RACENSTEIN, JONAH FELDMAN, 
CHARLIE RATTERMAN, NOAH UNZEK, JOEY HOFFMAN and FINN 
FELDMAN. 
 
Sand Lake and BLAIR were also host to the magic and peacefulness of non-
motorized lake sport. During Big-10 activities and Generals, BLAIR taught 
our guys to skipper the Sunfish and Hobie cat-sailboats. There is nothing 
better than feeling the wind on your face and manning your own boat. Way 
to go: ELI FELDMAN, DANIEL SHAMAH and JORDAN GENTNER. The 
campers, staff and admin thank COLLEEN and BLAIR for their hard work, 
passion, love of camp and of course, their expertise on the water.  

Andrew happy with the fish hat. Catch of the Day.  

Another busy day at the Waterfront. 

Water-skiing is such a thrill. 

Sailing under the sun. 


